Now Available on DVD & Blu-Ray
Little Women / Marie Antoinette LITTLE WOMEN Louisa May Alcott's classic
coming-of-age story follows the childhood adventures of the four
free-spirited March sisters: beautiful Meg ( Trini Alvarado ), fragile Beth (
Claire Danes ), romantic Amy ( Kirsten Dunst ) and impetuous Jo ( Winona
Ryder ), who's determined to defy social conventions by seeking her fame
and fortune as a writer. As Jo chronicles the family's struggle during the war,
their turbulent romances and their lasting friendship, her story unwraps a
gift of humor and heartfelt emotions that no one - young or old, male or
female - can resist. " Alcott's sense, sensibility and sentiment find new life in
this handcrafted valentine. " - MARIE ANTOINETTE Academy Award winner
Sofia Coppola directs an electrifying yet intimate re-telling of the turbulent
life of history's favorite villainess, Marie Antoinette. Kirsten Dunst portrays
the ill-fated child princess who married France's young and indifferent King
Louis XVI ( Jason Schwartzman ). Feeling isolated in a royal court rife with
scandal and intrigue, Marie Antoinette defied both royalty and commoner
by living like a rock star, which served only to seal her fate. " Kirsten Dunst is
pitch-perfect in the title role Mill Creek
Safe3 - Under Pressure John Eriksson and his elite rescue task force, SAF3
(pronounced "safe"), are struggling to keep their program alive, all while
continuing to perform daring rescues and risking their lives as part of the
Malibu Fire Department. Mill Creek
Official Secrets From the award-winning director of Eye in the Sky, comes
the incredible true story of the spy who defied her government to stop a
war. In 2003, British intelligence specialist Katharine Gun (Keira Knightley)
received a memo with a shocking directive: collect blackmail worthy
information on UN council members to the vote for the invasion of Iraq.
Unable to stand by and watch the world rush into war, Gun makes the
decision to leak the memo to the press, igniting an international firestorm
that would expose a vast political conspiracy and put Gun in harms way.
Paramount
Ultraman ORB The Movie A mysterious item is delivered to paranormal
investigators SSP. SSP members Naomi, Jetta and Shin determine that it is a
transformation device… the X Devizer that housed Ultraman X both during
and after his merging with Xio agent Daichi Oozora. Gai Kurenai (Hideo
Ishiguro), the human form of Ultraman Orb returns from his wanderings to
search for X… unaware that this is just the first sign of a new threat to the
Earth. The villainous space witch Murnau has allied with Ultraman Orb’s arch
enemy Jugglus Juggler to use the Dark Ring she now possesses. Mill Creek
Ultraman Geed The Movie Gigantic Mechanical Brain Gillvalis and the
Galactron Army, intent on wiping out all intelligent lifeforms in the universe,
close in on Earth. Riku Asakura heads for Okinawa, where there are said to be
clues to the “Red Steel” sought by Gilbaris. There, Riku encounters Ail, who
realizes that he is Ultraman and assigns him an important mission.
Meanwhile, the Galactron Army begins attacking Okinawa in search of the
“Red Steel”. Ultraman Geed, Orb, and Zero rush to Earth, but Geed’s hasty
actions in sticking to his mission put the Ultraman team in even more
danger! Mill Creek
Santa with Muscles Wrestling legend Hulk Hogan stars as an evil millionaire
who gets amnesia during the holiday season and becomes convinced that
he is Santa Claus. This less-than-conventional Santa is using his new identity
to fight crime and bring good cheer to all good boys and girls. You better
watch out! Mill Creek
Christmas on the Range All Kendall Riley wants for the holidays is to save
her family’s ranch, but her longtime rival, small-town scrooge Brick McCree,
has other plans in mind. When Brick’s son, Clint, comes back to town, he is
immediately drawn to Kendall and offers a helping hand. As a romance starts
to blossom, Kendall’s farm is sabotaged, leaving her to wonder about Clint’s
true intentions. Filled with action, adventure, redemption, and forgiveness,
this is a modern-day Christmas story, that the entire family will love. Starring
Erin Cahill , Nicholas Gonzalez , A Martinez. Mill Creek
Elfette Saves Christmas A not-so-ordinary elf named Elfette (Brielle Carter)
finds her vacation in Florida cut short when there’s suddenly a Christmas
emergency-- Santa Claus (Quinton Aaron) has been kidnapped by the New
York Mafia’s crime boss, Little Georgie (George Vricos)! Elfette to the rescue!
Upon arriving in New York, Elfette finds herself lost in a human world she
doesn’t understand and with a lunatic elf hunter named Ernest Killingsworth
III (Zachary Vasquez) in hot pursuit. To save the day and prove herself as an
extra special elf, she must team up with her best friend Sparkle (Aléa
Figueroa) to save Christmas, Santa, and the elves before Christmas is ruined
for the entire world! Mill Creek
Blinded by the Light Blinded by the Light is a joyful story of courage, love,
hope, family and the unique ability of music to lift the human spirit. The film
tells the story of Javed (Viveik Kalra), a British teen of Pakistani descent
growing up in the town of Luton, England, in 1987. Amidst the racial and
economic turmoil of the times, he writes poetry as a means to escape the
intolerance of his hometown and the inflexibility of his traditional father. But
when a classmate introduces him to the music of Bruce Springsteen, Javed
sees parallels to his working-class life in the powerful lyrics. As Javed
discovers a cathartic outlet for his own pent-up dreams, he also begins to
find the courage to express himself in his own unique voice. New Line

